Monday 20th.May 2019
Dear Parents and Carers,
YEAR 3 SUMMER TERM WEEK 5
Week at a glance:
Maths
This week we will continue to work on area and perimeter of shapes.
They will be learning to:• find the area of a shape, made by squares and half-squares, in terms of square units
• make different shapes of the same area with the same number of square units
• understand the meaning of perimeter
• find the perimeter of shapes made from squares and rectangles
• find the perimeter of a shape by adding up all its sides
• calculate and compare the area and perimeter of two shapes by counting the
number of square units (cm2 or m2) and distance around the shape (cm or m)
Apologies for any mix-up over homework last week- none was sent out by mistake!
Please continue to revise times tables and look out for Mathletics activities, which
will be set later this week.
English
This week the children will complete and ‘publish’ their own adventure quest stories.
We will be completing some simple grammar assessments and the children will be
doing some reading comprehension tasks.
We are also looking forward to seeing the theatre production of ‘Charlotte’s Web’ in
school on Monday.
There will be no specific homework set over half term, apart from spellings.
Please remember to send in the Geography leaflet projects this week.
Homework for this week:
Each day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Homework out
Read scheme book and discuss
English- Finish Geography leaflet
(due in by this Thursday 23rd.)

Homework in

Spellings (wk 5 list- for test Wed 5th. June, Spelling test (week 4 word list)
after half term)
Maths- Mathletics activities (complete by Last date for English/Geography leaflet
Friday 7th June- after half term)
INSET DAY

Spellings for this week:

Badgers. 22/5/19
Words ending ‘cher’ or ‘tcher’
(sounds like “ture”)
For test Wed 5th June
teacher
catcher
richer
searcher
butcher
thatcher
watcher
voucher
archer
poacher
Copy each word 3 times to
practice and write 3 sentences
using some of the words.
Make sure you know the
meaning of each word; look it
up if you are unsure.

Foxes. 22/5/19
Words ending ‘cher’ or ‘tcher’
(sounds like “ture”)
For test Wed 5th.June
teacher
richer
searcher
voucher
archer
poacher
catcher
butcher
thatcher
watcher
Copy each word 3 times to
practice and write 3 sentences
using some of the words.
Make sure you know the
meaning of each word; look it
up if you are unsure.

Rabbits. 22/5/19
Words ending ‘cher’ or ‘tcher’
(sound like “ture”)
For test Wed 5th.June
teach
teacher
rich
richer
search
searcher
thatch
thatcher
watch
watcher
Practice writing them out once
every day
Write 3 sentences using some
of the words.

Notes:
 We are looking forward to showing you all the wonderful things in our classroom at the Open
Evening this Thursday and performing a song with year 4. Please check timings on the
school newsletter.
 Please continue collect old pieces of cardboard (eg unsealed cereal boxes) for a craft activity
after half term.
 Sex-Ed material meeting:- A reminder that the year 3 material will be available to view with
me after school on Wednesday 22nd. No children should attend the meeting but may wait in
the school reception area.
 Friday is an INSET day.
I hope you all have a very pleasant half term break.
Yours sincerely,
Mrs S Middleton

